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ABSTRACT
We propose a new functional paper containing
fullerenes, i.e., a “fullerene-composite paper.” It is known
that the fullerenes have an n-type semiconducting property.
However, because the fullerene is a nano-sized material, so
that it is difficult to handle, generally. In this study, We
developed a “fullerene-composite paper” by using a
papermaking method based on the Japanese washi
papermaking technique. The composite paper can be used
and handled easily. In addition, it shows properties of the
fullerene despite a paper. As a result of study, it can be said
that our fullerene-composite paper was successfully
produced and confirmed that it had an n-type
semiconducting property. As a next step, we are now trying
to improve its performance. We believe that we will be able
to develop actual “semiconducting papers” based on our
fullerene-composite paper. Moreover, we also believe that
“electrical paper devices” should be developed in near
future.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Generally, a fullerene has the form of a hollow sphere
by carbon. It is known that the fullerene have high physical
and chemical stabilities, high conductivity, and an n-type
semiconducting property. Due to these excellent properties,
the fullerene has been expected to be applied to various
things. Therefore, many studies have been conducted until
now by lots of researchers. However, because the fullerene
is a nano-sized material, so that it is difficult to handle,
generally. In this study, we develop a “fullerene-composite
paper” by mixing fullerenes with a paper and solve the
problem. Since a paper is lightweight, easy to process,
inexpensive, and familiar material, the “fullerene-composite
paper” can be expected to be applied to various things.
We have already succeeded in making a carbonnanotube (CNT)-composite paper which is made from a
mixed CNT and pulp (a raw material of papers) dispersion
and obtaining characteristics of a p-type semiconducting
property as a paper[1]. Therefore, if a paper that has an ntype semiconducting property can be made, it will lead to
the development of electrical paper devices.

In this study, we focus on the characteristics of the
fullerene and aim to obtain a fullerene composite paper
which contained fullerenes in a paper and to prepare a
fullerene-composite paper which has an n-type
semiconducting property.

2

EXPERIMENTAL FOR OBTAINING
FULLERENE-COMPOSITE PAPER

In this study, we try to obtain our “fullerene-composite
papers” with the “n-type semiconducting property.” In Sec.
2.1, the making method for our composite paper we
consider is described. Then, Secs. 2.2 and 2.3 describe the
evaluation wheather the obtained samples are the desired
fullerene-composite papers and they have the n-type
semiconducting property, respectively.

2.1

Making fullerene-composite papers

As a first step of this study, we try to fabricate our
fullerene-composite papers by the papermaking method as
described below. For the fabrication, fullerenes (C60, Purity
98%, 20 mg) and sodium dodecyl sulfates (SDS, 50 mg) as
a dispersant are dispersed in pure water (20 ml) by
ultrasonication for 60 minutes to prepare a fullerene
dispersion. Then, pulps (150 mg) are stirred in pure water
(10 ml) for 60 minutes to prepare a pulp dispersion. After
that, the fullerene dispersion and the pulp dispersion are
mixed to prepare a mixed solution. Here, papers are made
by two kinds of methods using the solution as tests.
One method is a “papermaking method” based on
Japanese-washi papermakig technique (Fig. 1(a)). In this
method, the solution is poured into the bottomless case on a
fine meshed net. After that, the pulp fibers with the
fullerenes are scooped up by using the net. Finally, the
scooped materials are pressed and dried to finalize the
papermaking process.
The other method is a “silicone case method” we named
(Fig. 1(b)). In this method, the dispersion is poured into a
container and heated to evaporate moisture. Finally, the
materials in the container are taken out, pressed and dried to
finalize the making process. Actual samples prepared by
two methods are shown in Fig. 2. As a result, we could
obtain “papers.”
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Figure 1: Methods of making fullerene-composite paper.
(a) Papermaking method. (b) Silicone case method.
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Figure 3: Measured Raman spectra of samples prepared by
(a) papermaking method and (b) silicone case method.
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Figure 2: Prepared fullerene-composite papers (a)
prepared by papermaking mathod, (b) prepared by silicone
case method.

2.2
Evaluation of obtained samples by
Raman spectroscopy
In order to evaluate whether fullerenes are contained
in the fabricated samples or not, it is measured with a
Raman spectrometer. Generally, it is known that distinctive
Raman peaks of fullerenes appear at 273 cm-1, 490 cm-1,
and 1468 cm-1 [2]. We evaluate whether the Raman peaks
are detected from the samples.
Fig. 3 shows the results measured by Raman
spectroscopy for the samples which were prepared by both
the papermaking and the silicone case methods. From the
results, the Raman peaks of fullerenes were confirmed in
both samples. Therefore, it can be said that the fullerenes
were contained in the samples, i.e., we have succeeded in
producing fullerene-composite papers in both methods.
Here, in the sample prepared by the silicone case method,
the Raman peaks were clearly observed comparing with the
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Table 1: Sheet resistances of fullerene composite papers.
sample prepared by the papermaking method. Thus, we
considered that the silicone case method must be chosen to
produce the desired fullerene-composite papers because the
fullerenes with a large amount are expected to be contained
in the paper.

2.3
Conductivity evaluation of obtained
fullerene-composite papers
We evaluate the conductivity of the prepared samples.
The sheet resistances of the samples are measured by a
four-terminal method using a semiconductor parameter
analyzer (Keithley, Semiconductor Characterization System,
4200-SCS).
The measured results are summarized in Table 1. It
described that the conductivity was lower in the sample
prepared by the papermaking method than it prepared by
the silicone case method. From this in addition to the
discussion in Sec. 2.2, the silicone case method is more
suitable for producing the fullerene-composite paper than
the papermaking method. However, resistances of both of
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the fullerene composite papers showed G/□ values, which
were like insulators. In order to use fullerene-composite
papers as semiconductors, their conductivity must be
improved.

3

EXPERIMENTAL FOR IMPROVING
CONDUCTIVITY OF FULLERENECOMPOSITE PAPER

The first fullerene-composite papers containing only
fullerenes showed low conductivity as described above.
Therefore, we focus on the use of a CNT which has high
conductivity and is an allotrope of a fullerene. Because we
have already confirmed that CNT-composite papers[1] we
had produced have high conductivity. Therefore, we expect
that the conductivity of our fullerene-composite paper will
be improved by adding the CNTs into it, i.e., we here try to
produce a new composite paper, a “fullerene and nanotubecomposite paper.” In Sec. 3.1, the making method for our
new composite paper we consider is described. Then, Secs.
3.2 and 3.3 describe the evaluation wheather the composite
paper has high conductunce and has the n-type
semiconducting property, respectively.

Making fullerene
3.1
composite paper

and

Figure 4: Prepared fulleren and nanotube-composete paper.

b
a
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For the fabrication, fullerenes (20 mg), SDS(50 mg),
and CNT(HiPco, diameter: 0.8 to 1.2 nm, length: 100 to
1000nm) are dispersed in pure water (20 ml) by
ultrasonication for 60 minutes to prepare the fullerene and
nanotube dispersion. Then, pulps (225 mg) is stirred in pure
water (15 ml) for 60 minutes to prepare the pulp dispersion.
After that, the fullerene and nanotube dispersion and the
pulp dispersion are mixed to prepare a mixed dispersion. A
sample is prepared by the silicone case method. The
prepared paper is shown in Fig. 4.

3.2
Conductivity evaluation of obtained
fullerene and nanotube-composite paper
The conductivity of the prepared fullerene and
nanotube-composite paper was evaluated by the
semiconductor parameter analyzer.
The measured resistance value of the produced fullerene
and nanotube-composite paper was 0.45 G/□. In the
fullerene and nanotube-composite paper, it was confirmed
that the sheet resistance value of the sample decreased as
compared with the fullerene-only-composite paper.
Therefore, it can be said that we succeeded in improving
the conductivity of our fullerene-composite paper by adding
the CNT.

3.3
Evaluation of semiconducting property
of the fullerene and nanotube-composite paper
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Figure 5: Experiment of Hall effect observation.
We evaluate whether the prepared fullerene and
nanotube-composite paper has an n-type semiconductive
property and, if it has, how large the carrier density is.
For this, we observe the Hall effect. Since the object to
be evaluated is a plate-like substance, we choose the van
der Pauw method for the evaluation. Figure 5 shows the
sample with leads for the Hall effect observation. In the
observation, a current flows from a to c in Fig. 5, and the
voltage between b and d is measured as d is connected with
a positive terminal of a voltmeter. Also, the magnetic field
is applied as the Fig. 5. Under this condition, if the
observed voatage value from the sample becomes lower
when the applied magnetic flux density increases than the
value before increasing the magnetic flux density, it can be
judged that the sample has an n-type semiconducting
property. On the other hand, if it becomes higher, it can be
judged that it has a p-type one[3].
The experimental result of the Hall effect observation is
shown in Fig. 6. It could be seen that the voltage is reduced
by 31.5 mV when the magnetic flux density is increased
from -200 mT to 200 mT while a current of 10 nA flows.
Therefore, it was confirmed that the fullerene and
nanotube-composite paper has an n-type semiconducting
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Figure 6: Experimental result of Hall effect observation.
property. Then, we succeeded in developing the composite
paper as an n-type semiconductor.
In addition, the carrier density of the composite paper
was calculated to be 1.70  1015 m-3 . Since the reported
fullerene’s carrier density is about 1022 m-3, the carrier
density of the composite paper was 7 orders of magnitude
lower than this. Several factors are conceivable about this.
First, the fullerene volume was small relative to the paper
volume. The calculation revealed that the fullerene volume
was about 200 times smaller than the paper volume. This
affected the decrease of the carrier density in the sample.
As second, it can be said that not only the metal type but
also the semiconducting type CNTs were contained in the
used CNTs. Since the general CNT shows p-type property,
it is considered that this reduced the n-type carrier density
of the sample. Finally, in our composite paper, the current
flowed only around the CNTs we considered, so the amount
of the fullerenes actually acting as an n-type semiconductor
was small. We concider that electrons released from
fullerenes moved on CNTs. By calculation, the
concentration of the contained CNTs in the composite
paper was estimated as about 1/1000 of the maximum
concentration. This indicates that there were few CNTs that
can receive electrons from fullerenes in the composite
paper. As a result, there were many fullerenes which did
not work as n-type semiconductors effectively in the paper
and it was considered to lead to a decrease in carrier density.
In order to improve the carrier density, we are now
testing the following some points. Firstly, it can be
concidered that the amount of fullerenes should be
increased in the sample simply. Then, increasing the
amount of the CNTs should be concidered too. Furthermore,
using other type of the CNTs (not HiPco) may also improve
carrier density.
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CONCLUSION

We have studied aiming to obtain the fullerene
composite paper in which fullerenes were introduced into a
paper and developing the fullerene composite paper having
an n-type semiconducting property. Our composite papers
were prepared by two methods, i.e., the papermaking
method based on the traditional Japanese-washi
papermaking technique and the silicone case method. For
the mothods, the fullerene dispersion was prepared by
dispersing fullerenes in pure water, firstly. The pulp
dispersion was also prepared and mixing them. Then, pulps
with the fullerenes scooped up by the fine net in the
papermaking method. On the other hand, the object
containing pulps and fullerenes was obtained by vaporizing
water from the mixed dispersion in the silicone case method.
The obtained samples were evaluated by Raman
spectroscopy and it was confirmed that the fullerenes were
contained in the papers. So we succeeded in developing the
fullerene-composite papers. However, the conductivity of
the composite papers was low. So we conceived to add the
CNTs in the fullerene-composite paper to improve its
conductivity and succeeded in improving its conductivity.
Then, it was confirmed that the composite paper had the ntype semiconducting property by observing the Hall effect,
so we also succeeded in developing the aimed composite
paper which had the n-type semiconducting property.
However, some problems are left. One is its
semiconducting property. As described above, although we
succeeded in obtaining the n-type semiconducting property
as the paper, its performance must be increased. We are
now trying to solve the remained problem by modifying the
making methods. We believe our composite paper will have
enough performance and become an important factor to
materialize “electrical paper devices” with the CNTcomposite papers that have p-type semiconducting property
as the paper in near future.
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